Jordan Meeting

- 30 October – 1 November, 2010
- Two-full-day meeting, One-full-day excursion
- Tons of mouthwatering Jordanian food and fun
IDN

- Registration Policies
- IDN ccTLD membership issues
- Outstanding issues: Variant and openness of single – char IDN

DNSSEC and Security

- Implementation experience
- Policies
Topic discussed

Risk management of domain abuse

• A new topic discussed in APTLD
• Sensitive names
• Phishing
• DNS blocking:
  Methods;
  Process;
  concerns
Topic discussed

New gTLD
• Risks and Opportunities

Training
• AROC, attended by 15+
And the fun...

Jerash
And the fun...

Amman
Next Meeting

• Hong Kong: 17 – 18 February 2011
• AGM of APTLD
• See you there!
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